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Foreword 
I. Purpose of preparing this RAP 
 
1 The RAP is prepared in accordance with the applicable laws of the People’s Republic of China 
and local regulations and a series of provisions in the Bank Operational Policy OP4.12 on 
Involuntary Resettlement for the purpose of “developing an action plan for resettlement and 
restoration for the people affected by the project, so that they benefit from the project, their living 
standard is improved or at least restored after the completion of the project”. 
 
II. Definitions of terms 
 
Displaced persons 
 
2 Based on the criteria for eligibility for compensation, “Displaced Persons” may be classified in 
one of the following three groups: 

a) those who have formal legal rights to land (including customary and traditional rights 
recognized under the laws of the country); 
b) those who do not have formal legal rights to land at the time the census begins but have a 
claim to such land or assets-provided that such claims are recognized under the laws of the 
country or become recognized through a process identified in the RAP; and 
c) those who have no recognizable legal right or claim to the land they are occupying. 

 
3 Persons covered under paragraphs 2(a) and (b) are provided compensation for the land they 
lose, and other assistance. Persons covered under paragraph 2(c) are provided resettlement 
assistance in lieu of compensation for the land they occupy, and other assistance, as necessary, to 
achieve the objective set out in this policy, if they occupy the project area prior to a cut-off date1 
established by the borrower and acceptable to the World Bank. Persons who encroach on the area 
after the cut-off date are not entitled to compensation or any other form of resettlement assistance. 
All persons included in paragraph 2(a), (b), or (c) are provided compensation for loss of assets other 
than land. 
 
III. Compensation and resettlement measures 
 
4 To address the following impacts of the involuntary taking of land: (i) displacement or loss of 
shelter; (ii) lost of assets or access to assets; or (iii) loss of income sources or means of livelihood, 
whether or not the affected persons must move to another location, an RAP or a resettlement policy 
framework shall be prepared to cover the following: 
 

(a) The Resettlement Action Plan or resettlement policy framework includes measures to 
ensure that the displaced persons are: 

 informed about their options and rights pertaining to resettlement; 
 consulted on, offered choices among, and provided with technically and economically 

feasible resettlement alternatives; and 
 provided prompt and effective compensation at full replacement cost2, for losses of 

assets attributable directly to the project. 
(b) If the impacts include physical displacement, the RAP or resettlement policy framework 
includes measures to ensure that the displaced persons are: 

 provided assistance (such as moving allowances) during displacement; and 
 provided with residential housing, or housing sites, or, as required, agricultural sites for 

                                                
1 Normally, this cut-off date is the date the census begins. The cut-off date could also be the date the project 
area was delineated, prior to the census, provided that there has been an effective public dissemination of 
information on the area delineated, and systematic and continuous dissemination subsequent to the 
delineation to prevent further population influx. 
2"Replacement cost" is the method of valuation of assets that helps determine the amount sufficient to replace 
lost assets and cover transaction costs. In applying this method of valuation, depreciation of structures and 
assets should not be taken into account. 
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which a combination of productive potential, locational advantages, and other factors is at least 
equivalent to the advantages of the old site. 
(c) Where necessary to achieve the objective of the policy, the Resettlement Action Plan or 
resettlement policy framework also includes measures to ensure that displaced persons are: 

 offered support after displacement, for a transition period, based on a reasonable 
estimate of the time likely to be needed to restore their livelihood and standards of living; 

 provided with development assistance in addition to compensation measures 
described in paragraph 4(a) (iii), such as land preparation, credit facilities, training, or job 
opportunities. 

 
5 Cut-off date: means the date of publication of the announcement of LA and property demolition 
in this project. After this date, the displaced persons shall not build, rebuild or expand their 
properties; shall not change the uses of their properties and land; shall not lease their land, lease, 
sell or purchase their properties; and any person that moves in after this date shall not qualify as a 
displaced person. 
 

Definitions of Other Relevant Terms 
6 Affected population: Population affected by 1) the involuntary acquisition of land; or 2) the 

involuntary restriction on land use or access to statutory parks and reserves, thereby relocated, 
and losing residential land, assets, conditions for asset utilization, income sources or livelihoods 

 
7 Entitlement means a series of measures offered to affected households to help them with 

income restoration and social development, including compensation, income restoration, 
transition subsidy, livelihood replacement, moving subsidy, etc., depending on their type of loss 
and degree of impact. 

 
8 Grievance redress mechanism means a mechanism that handles and addresses grievances 

and appeals on relocation, economic and other project impacts on the affected population, with 
particular attention paid to impacts on vulnerable groups. 

 
9 Income restoration means the rebuilding of income sources and livelihoods of affected 

households, including activities supporting their pre-project income / livelihoods. These are 
measures designed based on the socioeconomic survey and training need evaluation to meet 
the specific needs of the affected population. 

 
10 Effective consultation: This process: 1) begins early at the preparation stage and is conducted 

continuously during the whole project cycle; 2) includes the timely and full disclosure of relevant 
information in a manner that can be understood and acquired conveniently by the affected 
population; 3) is conducted without intimidation and threat; 4) includes and responds women’s 
voice, and meets vulnerable groups’ needs; and 5) contains all views related to decision-making 
of the affected population and other stakeholders, such as project design, alleviation measures, 
sharing of development benefits and opportunities, and implementation issues. 

 
11 Vulnerable groups mean individuals and groups affected specially or asymmetrically by the 

project due to their disadvantaged or vulnerable state, and usually include the poor, 
land-expropriated farmers, old people, women, children, minority residents and those without 
legal title to land. 
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A Introduction 
 

1. The World Bank-financed Gansu Revitalization and Innovation Project (hereinafter, the 
“Project”) is a key project in Gansu Province, which aims to promote poverty reduction through 
industry and cultural tourism development, and modern public service system building, and build a 
strong cultural province. Therefore, the provincial government has applied for a loan with the Bank 
for the Project. 

 
2. The Project integrates community development, transport, natural and cultural tourism, 

environmental rehabilitation and capacity building in a multi-sector collaborative approach, with 
focus on increase income-generating opportunities, improve access to infrastructure and services, 
and strengthen institutional capacity of participating entities. 

 
3. The Project consists of 8 subprojects in 8 counties / districts: 1) Majiayao Culture Exhibition 

Center and Majiayao Site Scenic Zone; 2) Jiuquan Silk Road Research Center and Library; 3) 
Xuanquanzhi Site Protection and Demonstration in Dunhuang City; 4) Lacquer Ware Skills 
Inheritance and Development in Maiji District; 5) Hanmo Culture and Art Center in Tongwei County; 
6) Cultural Heritage Protection, Inheritance and Development in Ganzhou District, Zhangye City; 5) 
Dadiwan Site in Qin’an County;8) Mandarin Duck Jade Origin Town in Shandan Town, Wushan 
County. See Appendix 1. 

 
4. According to the state and Bank requirements for project management, project leading 

groups and PMOs have been established at the provincial and county / district levels. The PMOs 
are composed of professionals in finance, management and procurement to ensure successful 
project implementation. 

 
5. By the early of November 2018, among the 8 subprojects, Hanmo Culture and Art Center in 

Tongwei County, Dadiwan Site in Qin’an County, Cultural Heritage Protection, Inheritance and 
Development and Wulan Ancient Town Folklore Village in Ganzhou District, Zhangye City, and 
Mandarin Duck Jade Origin Town in Shandan Town, Wushan County involve LA and/or HD. The 
Gansu PMO has prepared RAPs for these subprojects. In addition, the LA and/or HD work of 
Majiayao Culture Exhibition Center and Majiayao Site Scenic Zone, Hanmo Culture and Art Center 
in Tongwei County, and Lacquer Ware Skills Inheritance and Development in Maiji District was 
completed in the past 3 years. According to the Bank’s social safeguard policies, the Gansu PMO 
has conducted resettlement due diligence on them and prepared due diligence reports for Bank 
review. 

 
6. Since the Project is still at the preparation and preliminary design stages, its scope and 

scale of construction may vary due to detailed design, optimization or adjustment, so that extra LA 
and involuntary resettlement may occur at the construction stage. 

 
7. Based on paragraphs 5 and 6 above, since the Project may involve LA and involuntary 

resettlement, the borrower has prepared this Resettlement Policy Framework (RPF), and related 
principles and guidelines in accordance with the Bank’s policy OP4.12 to guide resettlement 
activities. See Table 1-1 for the scope of application of this RPF. 
 

Table 1-1 Summary of Subprojects and RPF Application 

City County Subproject Scope of construction 
Does the RPF 

apply? 

Tianshui 

Maiji 
District 

Lacquer Ware Skills 
Inheritance and Development 

Construction of Tianshui Lacquer 
Ware Cultural Industry Park 

Yes 

Qin’an 
County 

Dadiwan Site—Longcheng 
Famous Historical and Cultural 
Town—Shangguan Qing-Ming 
Ancient Street Improvement 

Infrastructure construction and 
upgrading of Dadiwan, 
Longcheng Town and 
Shangguan Qing-Ming Ancient 
Street Scenic Zones 

Yes 
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Wushan 
Mandarin Duck Jade Origin 

Town in Shandan Town, 
Wushan County 

Construction of the mandarin 
duck jade experience zone, 
reconstruction of the Shandan 
ancient town, river management, 
and landscaping 

Yes 

Dingxi 

Lintao 
County 

Majiayao Culture Exhibition 
Center and Majiayao Site 

Scenic Zone 

Infrastructure construction of 
Majiayao Culture Exhibition 
Center and Majiayao Scenic 
Zone 

Yes 

Tongwei 
County 

Hanmo Culture and Art Center 
Hanmo Pedestrian Street, 
Hanmo Square, and Hanmo 
Culture and Art Center 

Yes 

Zhangye 
Ganzhou 
District 

Cultural Heritage Protection, 
Inheritance and Development 

Protection and utilization of 
existing cultural heritage 

Yes 

Jiuquan 

Suzhou 
District 

Jiuquan Silk Road Research 
Center and Library 

Jiuquan Silk Road Research 
Center and Library 

Yes 

Dunhuang 
City 

Xuanquanzhi Site Protection 
and Demonstration 

Two demonstration sites, and two 
experience footpaths 

Yes 

 
8. Survey methods and scope 

The survey scope of this RPF is as follows: 
(1) Land, including permanently and temporarily occupied land in the project area; 
(2) Houses and attachments, including rural residential houses and non-residential properties; 
(3) Entities and stores; 
(4) Affected population; 
(5) Scattered trees and tombs; 
(6) Infrastructure and special facilities; 
(7) Planned land to be occupied for special facilities 
 
At the end of 2017, project agencies were established. From December 2017 to March 2018, 

the task force conducted a DMS in the project area, covering population, LA and HD impacts, 
household conditions, expected resettlement modes, etc. During the survey, the task force also 
collected comments and conducted extensive consultation. 

 
In addition, the task force conducted interviews with the agencies concerned, and held FGDs 

with township and village officials, and representatives of APs, in which 30% of participants were 
women, covering project impacts and suggestions, household income and expenditure, livelihoods, 
expected resettlement modes, income restoration measures, basic information of affected entities, 
etc. See Table 1-2. 
 

Table 1-1 Summary of public participation activities 
Type Date Venue Key points Participants 

Field 
investigation 

Dec. 26, 2017 – 
Jan. 7, 2018, 

Jan. – Mar. 2018 
Affected villages 

Sampling socioeconomic survey PMOs, owners, 
RAP preparation 
agency 

Dec. 26, 2017 – 
Jan. 7, 2018, 

Jan. – Mar. 2018 
Affected villages 

Collecting local residents’ comments 
and suggestions by field 
investigation, questionnaire, 
interview, etc. 

PMOs, owners, 
SA agency 

Dec. 26, 2017 – 
Jan. 7, 2018, 

Jan. – Mar. 2018 
Proposed sites 

Consultation on project preparation, 
and collection of suggestions on 
project optimization 

SA agency 

Questionnaire 
survey 

Jan. 18 – Feb. 4, 
2018, Jan. – 
Mar. 2018 

Affected villages, 
homes 

410 copies distributed, and 401 valid 
copies recovered (48.1 % male and 
51.9 % female) 

APs, SA agency 
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FGD 
Jan. 18 – Feb. 4, 

2018 
Affected villages 

110 FGDs were held, with 528 
participants in total, including 125 
women, 80 vulnerable people, 95 old 
people, 66 village officials and 
villager representatives, 34 
intangible heritage inheritors and 18 
tourists. 

APs, SA agency 

 
9. Finance Component (hereinafter, the “Component”) of the World Bank-financed Gansu 

Revitalization and Innovation Project 
 
The Component will provide small-amount credit support to interested persons in the project area 
for them to deal with culture and tourism operations, and build culture and tourism into local pillar 
industries, thereby promoting the economic development of Gansu Province. Therefore, the 
Component will generate positive social and economic benefits, and will not cause serious social 
risks. 

 The Component will promote the development of the culture and tourism industries of 
Gansu Province, and local cultural inheritance and innovation. 

 The Component will increase the scale and number of small and micro enterprises, and 
promote industry upgrading and the transfer of surplus rural labor to nonagricultural 
sectors. 

 The Component will provide a financing channel to individual debtors to solve their 
shortage of working capital, create opportunities for their business startup in the culture 
and tourism industries, and increase the income of low-income population. 

 The Component will establish an exemplary small-amount loan pattern for the culture 
and tourism industries. 

 
In addition, due to the special nature of the Component, the amount and number of sub-loans 

granted are limited, so that not all local residents can benefit. Therefore, there may be some 
potential social impacts on local residents, such as: 

 
 The implementation of the Component may encounter organizational obstacles. The 

PMO at GFHG is responsible for coordination and supervision, and Bank of 
Gansu/additional Participating Financial Institutions (PFIs) for sub-loan. Since GFHG 
and Bank of Gansu are at the same level, there may be obstacles in coordination. 

 Since low-income population has no collateral or guarantor, they may be unable to 
apply for loans. In this regard, the Component will possibly exclude low-income 
population. 

 There are operational risks in loan granting, so that disputes may arise between the 
guarantor and the debtor when the loan is repaid. 

 Some borrowing small and micro enterprises are likely to go bankrupt due to external 
factors, and unable to repay loans on schedule. For example, farmhouses are usually 
located remotely, and are affected by traffic and weather conditions greatly; road 
freezing in winter and flooding in summer will prevent tourists from visiting farmhouses, 
thereby reducing their income and ability to pay greatly. 

 Many small and micro enterprises, and individuals dealing with culture and tourism 
operations have a strong demand for small-amount loans, but the amount and number 
of loans available under the Component may be insufficient. 

 Due to the inadequate coverage of public participation and the insufficiency of publicity, 
not all target customers in the project area can receive loan information, and some of 
them may be unable to borrow money, thereby further increasing the wealth gap. 

 Terms of loans are short, while payback periods in the culture and tourism industries are 
long, posing risks to the bank, and restricting the development of small and micro 
enterprises. 
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Table 1-3 Preliminary Identification of Social Impacts Related to Project Activities 

Project Positive impacts Potential risks Remarks 

T
he C

o
m

p
o

nen
t 

The Component will promote the 
development of the culture and tourism 
industries of Gansu Province, and local 
cultural inheritance and innovation. 

The Component will increase the 
scale and number of small and micro 
enterprises, and promote industry 
upgrading and the transfer of surplus 
rural labor to nonagricultural sectors. 

The Component will provide a 
financing channel to individual debtors 
to solve their shortage of working 
capital, create opportunities for their 
business startup in the culture and 
tourism industries, and increase the 
income of low-income population. 

The Component will establish an 
exemplary small-amount loan pattern 
for the culture and tourism industries. 

The implementation of the Component may encounter organizational obstacles. 
Loan thresholds are too high to realize effective poverty alleviation. Since low-income population has no collateral or 

guarantor, they may be unable to apply for loans. 
Informed participation in risk sharing is inadequate. The past local practice of loan granting is joint guarantee of 5 

households for individual debtors, where if any debtor cannot repay its loan timely, the 5 guaranteeing households will 
repay the loan for it, though they do not benefit. 

There are operational risks in loan granting, so that disputes may arise between the guarantor and the debtor when 
the loan is repaid. 

Some borrowing small and micro enterprises are likely to go bankrupt due to external factors, and unable to repay 
loans on schedule. For example, farmhouses are usually located remotely, and are affected by traffic and weather 
conditions greatly; road freezing in winter and flooding in summer will prevent tourists from visiting farmhouses, thereby 
reducing their income and ability to pay greatly. 

Many small and micro enterprises, and individuals dealing with culture and tourism operations have a strong demand 
for small-amount loans, but the amount and number of loans available under the Component may be insufficient. 

Due to the inadequate coverage of public participation and the insufficiency of publicity, not all target customers in the 
project area can receive loan information, and some of them may be unable to borrow money, thereby further increasing 
the wealth gap. 

Terms of loans are short, while payback periods in the culture and tourism industries are long, posing risks to the 
bank, and restricting the development of small and micro enterprises. 

 

 
 

Since the Component is still at the proposal preparation stage, its social impacts will be further identified and detailed after its scope is defined. 
See Table 1-4. 
 

Table 1-4 Summary of Social Impact Screening Conditions of the Component 
No. Screening condition Yes No Impact Bank policy involved if yes 
1 Does it involve the permanent acquisition of rural collective land?   ____ mu OP/BP4.12 Involuntary Resettlement 
2 Does it involve the temporary occupation of rural collective land?   ____ mu OP/BP4.12 Involuntary Resettlement 
3 Will the land use be changed?   ____ mu OP/BP4.12 Involuntary Resettlement 
4 Does it involve HD?   ____ m2 OP/BP4.12 Involuntary Resettlement 
5 Do you belong to high-income (annual income over 1 million RMB) population?     

6 
Does it involve minority traditional culture, clothing or handicrafts (if yes, please 
answer the following questions; if no, skip to Q7)? 

   OP/BP 4.10 Indigenous Peoples 

 
①Does it cause any objection or doubt among local minority residents?    OP/BP 4.10 Indigenous Peoples 
②Does it respect local minority cultural customs?    OP/BP 4.10 Indigenous Peoples 
③Will it promote the local minority cultural industry?    OP/BP 4.10 Indigenous Peoples 

7 Will it promote local employment?   ____  
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8 Will it promote women’s employment?   ____  
9 Is any employee with annual income of less than 15,000 RMB employed?   ____  

10 
Are local vulnerable groups (women-headed households, single-parent 
households, the disabled, MLS households, etc.)? 

  ____  

 
Notes: 1) If any of Conditions 1-6 (negative indicators) is triggered, the Component will be regarded as a subsequent candidate component; 2) If any of Conditions 
7-10 (positive indicators) is triggered, priority support and sponsorship will be granted to the Component, and the level of support increases with the target population. 
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B Objectives, Principles and Terms 
 

10. This RPF is based on OP4.12 “Involuntary Resettlement” in the World Bank Operational 
Manual issued in December 2001, and the overall objectives are: 

 
 Involuntary resettlement should be avoided where feasible, or minimized, exploring all 

viable alternative project designs; 
 Where it is not feasible to avoid resettlement, resettlement activities should be conceived 

and executed as sustainable development programs, providing sufficient investment resources to 
enable the persons displaced by the project to share in project benefits; 

 Displaced persons should be assisted in their efforts to improve their livelihoods and 
standards of living or at least to restore them, in real terms, to pre-displacement levels or to levels 
prevailing prior to the beginning of project implementation, whichever is higher. 

 
11. This RPF defines the principles and objectives of resettlement, and appropriate guidelines, 

rights, and legal and institutional framework, compensation and restoration patterns, participation 
characteristics, and appeal procedure for resettlement, and is used to guide compensation, 
resettlement and restoration matters. 

 
12. Each RAP should be based on identifiable basic information collected, and include the 

following aspects: 
 

 Those whose farmland or rural houses together with housing sites is/are wholly or partly 
affected by the Project (permanently or temporarily); 

 Urban houses wholly or partly affected by the Project (permanently or temporarily); 
 Commercial facilities (enterprises and stores) wholly or partly affected by the Project 

(permanently or temporarily); 
 Young crops and ground attachments wholly or partly affected by the Project (permanently 

or temporarily). 
 
13. The key principles and objectives of this RPF are as follows: 
 
 Acquisition of land and other assets, and related resettlement should be minimized where 

possible; 
 As of the baseline survey date, all APs are entitled to restoration measures to help them 

improve or at least their living standard, ability to earn income and production level; the lack of legal 
title to asset losses does not impede their entitlement to resettlement measures; 

 The resettlement measures available include: (1) residential houses and other buildings 
are compensated for at replacement cost free from depreciation or recovery of residual value; (2) 
cash or other means of compensation, such as land replacement and endowment insurance; (3) 
equal replacement of housing and housing sites acceptable to APs; and (4) subsidies for relocation 
and living; 

 
 If APs can accept the replacement of housing, housing sites and farmland, replacements 

should be as close to their lost land as possible; 
 The transition period of resettlement should be minimized, and restoration measures 

should be made available to APs at the project site before the preset starting date; 
 The acquisition plan of land and other assets, and the restoration measures offered shall 

be negotiated with APs repeatedly to ensure minimum interference; APs will be empowered before 
the preset starting date; 

 The existing community service and resource levels should be maintained or improved; 
 Whenever and wherever necessary, financial and material resources for resettlement and 

restoration must be available; the budget in the RAP should include contingencies; 
 The institutional and organizational arrangements should ensure that assets and 

resettlement are designed, planned, consulted and implemented effectively and timely; 
 The implementation of the RAP shall be supervised, monitored and evaluated effectively 
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and timely. 
 
 
 
C RAP Preparation and Approval 
 

14. When the Project is approved and implemented, the local governments and IAs will 
prepare RAPs according to the applicable state laws and regulations, and the Bank’s Policy on 
Involuntary Resettlement (OP4.12). 

 
15. The preparation and implementation of the RAP (including the payment of all resettlement 

costs) will be the responsibility of the borrower. The Provincial Departments of Culture and Finance 
are fully responsible for the Project. 

 
16. When the affected population of the Project exceeds 200, the provincial and local PMOs 

will prepare an RAP in coordination with the local governments, and submit it to the Bank; in 
addition, APs should be fully consulted so that they have a chance to participate in the design and 
implementation of the RAP. 

 
17. On the basis of the Operational Policy on Involuntary Resettlement (OP4.12), the RAP will 

cover the following (if relevant), and anything unrelated to the Project should be specified in the 
RAP: 

 General description of the Project; 
 Identification of potential impacts of the Project; 
 Objectives (the main objectives of the resettlement program); 
 Socioeconomic studies: The findings of socioeconomic studies to be conducted in the 

early stages of project preparation and with the involvement of potentially displaced 
people; 

 Legal framework: The findings of an analysis of the legal framework, covering the scope 
of the power of eminent domain and the nature of compensation associated with it, the 
applicable legal and administrative procedures, environmental laws and social welfare 
legislation, laws and regulations, and any legal steps necessary; 

 Institutional framework: covering the identification of agencies responsible for 
resettlement activities and NGOs that may have a role in project implementation; an 
assessment of their institutional capacity, and any steps that are proposed to enhance 
their institutional capacity; 

 Eligibility: Definition of APs and criteria for determining their eligibility for compensation 
and other resettlement assistance; 

 Valuation of and compensation for losses; 
 Resettlement measures: a description of the packages of compensation and other 

resettlement measures; 
 Resettlement site selection, preparation and rearrangement; 
 Offering of housing, infrastructure and social services; 
 Environmental protection and management; 
 Public participation and consultation, where the APs and the related communities must 

be included; 
 Integration with host populations: measures to mitigate the impact of resettlement on 

any host communities; 
 Grievance procedures: affordable and accessible procedures for third-party settlement 

of disputes arising from resettlement; 
 Organizational responsibilities; 
 Implementation schedule; 
 Costs and budget; 
 M&E. 

 
18. The RAP should be completed no later than 6 months before the starting date of 

resettlement, and submitted to the Bank for consideration at least 3 months before that. Only after 
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the Bank has accepted the RAP can compensation, resettlement and restoration activities begin. 
Such activities should be completed before the commencement of civil engineering. 

 
19. When the affected population of a component does not exceed 200, the provincial PMO 

will prepare an abbreviated resettlement action plan (ARAP), and submit it to the Bank; in addition, 
APs should be fully consulted so that they have a chance to participate in the design and 
implementation of the RAP. 

 
20. On the basis of the Operational Policy on Involuntary Resettlement (OP4.12), the ARAP 

covers the following minimum elements: 
 a census survey of APs and valuation of assets; 
 description of compensation and other resettlement assistance to be provided; 
 consultations with displaced people about acceptable alternatives; 
 institutional responsibility for implementation and procedures for grievance redress; 
 arrangements for monitoring and implementation; and 
 a timetable and budget. 

 
21. The ARAP should be completed no later than 4 months before the starting date of 

resettlement, and submitted to the Bank for consideration at least 3 months before that. Only after 
the Bank has accepted the ARAP can compensation, resettlement and restoration activities begin. 
Such activities should be completed before the commencement of civil engineering. 
 
D Institutional and Legal Framework 
 

22. The local governments, the Gansu PMO and local PMOs will be responsible for LA and 
resettlement coordination, RAP implementation, fund preparation and LAR progress reporting. The 
local PMOs will be responsible for RAP preparation and implementation, including detailed 
measurement survey, resettlement policy and compensation rate consulting, resettlement site 
construction, etc. Affected assets will be appraised by an appraisal agency selected by the APs. In 
addition, the provincial land and resources department, municipal / county land and resources 
bureaus, and HD management offices will be responsible for resettlement management and 
supervision. 

 
23. The legal framework guiding the implementation of the RAP is based on the Bank’s policy 

on involuntary resettlement (OP4.12), the applicable laws, regulations and ordinances of the state, 
and the project province and cities. 

 
24. The PRC has developed a complete legal framework and policy system on LA, HD, 

resettlement and compensation, including the Land Administration Law of the PRC (amended on 
August 28, 2004). Within the state legal and policy framework, local governments have promulgated 
relevant local regulations and policies to manage and direct local LA, HD, resettlement and 
compensation work. The provincial government has promulgated local regulations and policies in 
accordance with the applicable state laws and policies to manage and direct relevant local work. 

 
25. The key laws, regulations and ordinances of the PRC used to prepare this RPF and ensure 

its legal validity include: 
 

 Land Administration Law of the PRC (amended on August 28, 2004) 
 Regulations on House Acquisition on State-owned Land and Compensation (Decree 

No.590 of the State Council) (January 21, 2011) 
 Notice of the Ministry of Land and Resources on Doing a Better Job in LA Management 

(MLR [2010] No.238, November 3, 2004) 
 Notice of the Gansu Provincial Government on Issuing Location-based Land 

Compensation Rates and Uniform AAOV Rates of Gansu Province (GPGO [2017] No.17) 
 Notice on Further Strengthening Land Acquisition Management, and Protecting Lawful 

Rights and Interests of the Public Practically (GPGO [2010] No.115) 
See Appendix 3 for details. 
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26. The purpose of preparing the RAP is to ensure that the APs have sufficient opportunities to 
replace their lost assets, and improve or at least restore their income level and living standard. To 
realize this purpose, all APs should be identified, and it should be ensured that all APs think the 
remedies defined in the RAP are rational. In consideration of the main types of impacts (e.g., LA, 
demolition of urban and rural residential houses, demolition of non-residential properties 
(enterprises, stores, etc.)), the following measures are usually taken: 

 
27. APs losing farmland will be entitled to the following compensation and restoration 

measures: 
 

 Land reserved for resettlement obtained through LA should be used to develop the 
collective economy with the consent of villagers, offer collective jobs for collective resettlement, 
generate operating income, etc. 

 Where land reallocation is impossible, land-expropriated farmers must be identified. They 
will be provided with jobs with a remuneration level at least equivalent to their lost income, or 
receive a resettlement subsidy at 4-6 times the average annual output value (AAOV) of the acquired 
land in the 3 years before LA. If the former living standard of the APs still cannot be fully restored 
like this, resettlement subsidy may be increased to 15 times the AAOV. 

 If land compensation fees and resettlement subsidy are still insufficient to restore the living 
standard of the APs, they will receive subsidies from fees on the use of state-owned land. 

 Land compensation fees and resettlement subsidy will be paid to the affected village 
committees, and used to: ⑴ increase cultivated area if land is available; ⑵ improve agriculture 
through irrigation, etc.; and ⑶ develop nonagricultural income. Like fixed assets, affected young 
crops, fruit and commercial forests will be compensated for at replacement cost. 

 The lost income, young crops and infrastructure, and land restoration costs of the persons 
affected by temporary land occupation will also be compensated for. 

 Eligible APs will be included in endowment insurance for LEFs or the social security 
system; and 

 The APs will have priority in receiving job opportunities and skills training under the Project. 
28. Demolished houses and attachments will be compensated for as follows, and the following 

restoration measures will be taken: 
 Supply of resettlement housing of equal value; 
 Compensation at full replacement cost; 
 Reconstruction or restoration of all affected facilities and services (e.g., roads, water and 

power supply, telephone, cable TV, schools); 
 The subsidy during the transition period should ensure that all assets are relocated or 

temporary housing is obtained. 
 
29. APs losing operating income (or employment income) will be entitled to the following 

restoration measures: 
 
 Mitigation measures for lost operating income mainly include: 1) offering a commercial site 

of similar size and customer volume; 2) granting cash compensation to the proprietor at full 
replacement cost; and 3) granting transitional compensation for all relocation expenses and lost 
sales revenue during the non-operating period. 

 Mitigation measures for lost employment income mainly include: 1) offering a job of the 
same pay; 2) granting cash compensation of at last 3 times the lost annual pay; and 3) granting a 
transition subsidy and offering reemployment training, or taking other necessary measures to help 
the AP get reemployed. 

 
30. Specific impacts of the subprojects and alleviation measures 

The Project consists of 8 subprojects, which have different social impacts, as summarized 
below: 
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Table 4-1 Impacts of subprojects and countermeasures 
Subproject Positive impacts Negative impacts Suggestions 

1) Dadiwan 
Site 

1) This subproject will improve the local 
infrastructure, solve environmental problems, 
and protect the physical health and drinking 
water safety of downstream residents. 
2) This subproject will offer local jobs to women, 
so that they can work while taking care of the 
family, thereby increasing their participation rate 
in social labor, and improve their family status. 
3) This subproject will carry forward local culture 
and strengthen the cultural identity of the public. 

In Wuying Town, it is stipulated that 
sewers should be excavated by not 
more than 30cm, which does not 
meet the national standard. 

1) The Nuwa Temple is a very popular tourist destination. 
Local residents highly identify themselves with Nuwa culture, 
but the local government pays little attention to this. The 
government should be further involved to promote the 
successful implementation of this subproject. 
2) The Fuxi Temple, Dadiwan site and Nuwa Temple should 
be integrated on a realistic basis for a synergetic effect. 

2) Majiayao 
Culture 

Exhibition 
Center 

1) This subproject will improve the local 
infrastructure, provide a good living environment 
to local residents, and reduce the possibility of 
impoverishment due to diseases. 
2) This subproject will offer local jobs to women, 
so that they can work while taking care of the 
family, thereby increasing their participation rate 
in social labor, and improve their family status. 
3) This subproject will realize an economy of 
scale in rural tourism in Hekou Village. 
4) This subproject will promote the inheritance of 
intangible heritage and improve the economic 
efficiency of the cultural industry. This subproject 
will expand the existing painted pottery 
workshops in Hekou Village and attract more 
tourists. 
5) This subproject will help change local 
residents’ minds and promote the integration of 
urban and rural areas. 

1) Some residents will suffer losses 
due to LA. A dairy farm will be 
relocated for this subproject, 
thereby affecting the income of the 
AHs. 
2) The dairy farm has a strong 
smell, which may affect tourist 
experiences. 
3) This subproject will bring higher 
pedestrian and vehicular traffic, 
resulting in safety risks and exhaust 
pollution, especially for women, 
children and old people. 
4) The liberalization impact on daily 
life arising from this subproject will 
affect local residents’ minds, and 
lead to family conflicts. 

1) The local government should grant compensation to those 
affected by LA in strict conformity with the applicable policy, 
and provide development support to the APs, such as 
stockbreeding. 
2) The scenic zone environment should be monitored strictly 
and periodically to improve tourist experiences. 
3) The PMO should improve local traffic facilities and 
popularize traffic safety knowledge to improve local residents’ 
awareness. 
4) Attention should be paid to the mental health of local 
residents to reduce mental impacts arising from this 
subproject. The PMO may organize expert workshops 
together with village committees. 
5) The rural infrastructure and environment should be 
improved. 
6) Rural tourism brands should be built to increase income. 
7) Attention should be paid to the resettlement of female 
laborers. 
8) More small amount loans should be granted to local 
residents to develop family stockbreeding, farmhouses, etc. 
9) Site selection: Site 1 involves the acquisition of over 10 mu 
of farmland, and the demolition of 6 residential houses (3 used 
as stores) with a total area of about 20,000 m2; this site 
involves HD, LA and operating revenue losses. Site 2: 11.3 
mu of land has been acquired, and the compensation paid; 
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two residential houses used as stores are to be demolished; 
this site is located mostly in river flat, and floods should be 
considered. 

3) Cultural 
Heritage 

Protection, 
Inheritance 

and 
Development 

1) This subproject will improve the awareness of 
the Ming granary and chief commander mansion 
and promote local tourism development and 
poverty reduction. 
2) This subproject will improve local residents’ 
cultural heritage protection awareness. 
3) Small amount loans will improve the 
self-development capacity of local residents 
through financial support for business startup. 

1) Construction will produce noise 
and dust pollution. 
2) The modern buildings in front of 
the chief commander mansion are 
incompatible in architectural style, 
and block the district library, and 
should be demolished. 

1) A lending procedure should be developed under Bank 
guidance. 
2) The two scenic spots under this subproject should be 
combined with other famous local scenic spots for a 
synergetic effect. 
3) The repayment period of small amount loans should be 
extended, because the cultural industry has a long payback 
period. 
4) Loan uses should be controlled to maximize economic 
benefits. Loans should be used for the local cultural industry 
only. 
5) The government should give greater support to the cultural 
industry, and encourage more people to participate, thereby 
promoting the stable and sustainable development of this 
industry. 

4) 
Xuanquanzhi 

Site 
Protection 

and 
Demonstratio

n 

1) This subproject will protect the Xuanquanzhi 
site as a witness of the Silk Road history since 
the Han dynasty. 
2) This subproject will give full play to the 
historical value of the site and promote the 
tourism development of the whole city. In the 
long run, this subproject will generate economic, 
social and historical benefits. 

1) This subproject will have limited 
economic benefits for local 
residents. 
2) With the increase of tourists after 
completion, buried relics may be 
damaged. 

The coverage of this subproject should be expanded to benefit 
more local residents. 

5) Jiuquan 
Silk Road 
Research 

Center and 
Library 

1) This subproject will build the first library of 
Jiuquan City. 
2) The library will be a good place for local 
residents (including children) to learn local 
culture. 
3) Small amount loans under this subproject will 
support intangible heritage inheritors and 
encourage more people to inherit and carry 
forward intangible heritage. 

1) The subproject site is far away 
from the urban center, so that 
distant residents cannot benefit 
from it due to traffic inconvenience. 
2) Noise and dust pollution may 
affect residents in Feitianlu 
Community. 

1) A special bus route should be set up for the convenience of 
the public. 
2) Noise and dust control measures should be taken during 
construction. 

6) Lacquer 
Ware Skills 
Inheritance 

and 

1) This subproject will offer jobs to local residents 
to increase their income and inherit lacquer ware. 
2) Small amount loans under this subproject will 
help poor households eliminate poverty through 

1) A provincial highway is being 
constructed out of the subproject 
area, producing much dust. 
2) The subproject area is too far 

1) Noise and dust control measures should be taken during 
construction. 
2) The PMO should arrange a shuttle bus for inheritors every 
day. 
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Development large-scale fruit tree cultivation. 
3) This subproject will transform the lacquer ware 
market to improve its economic efficiency. 

away from the urban area, and 
inheritors have commuting 
difficulties. 
3) Lacquer will cause environmental 
pollution. 

3) Employment contracts should be entered into with local 
laborers to protect their labor rights and interests. 

7) Pingxiang 
Calligraphy 

and Painting 
Town 

1) This subproject will offer local jobs to women, 
so that they can work while taking care of the 
family, thereby increasing their participation rate 
in social labor, and improve their family status. 
2) This subproject will support traditional 
craftsmen to develop small businesses or train 
inheritors. 
3) Small amount loans under this subproject will 
help local residents increase income through 
family cultivation and stockbreeding. 
4) This subproject will help build correct values 
and social morals, because local residents pay 
more attention to the integrity of calligraphers 
and painters than to the quality of their works. 

1) Such loans will give borrowers a 
mental pressure, because they will 
not necessarily make profits. 

1) Loans should be free from interest, or the repayment period 
be extended. 
2) A brand should be established for Tongwei calligraphy and 
painting to expand its market. This applies to all tangible and 
intangible cultural heritage in Gansu Province. 
3) Calligraphy and painting brokers should be trained, and the 
e-commerce channel developed to promote its trading. 

8) Mandarin 
Duck Jade 

Origin Town in 
Shandan 

Town, 
Wushan 
County 

1) This subproject will promote mandarin duck 
jade culture, and solve such problems as 
backward techniques, small scale, serious 
resource waste and scattered industrial layout. 
2) This subproject will promote local economic 
development and employment. 
3) This subproject will promote local tourism 
development. 

1) This subproject will generate 
noise and dust pollution. 
2) External tourists will impact local 
customs. 
3) The population influx will increase 
the local environmental capacity. 

1) Noise and dust control measures should be taken during 
construction. 
2) Town construction should be combined with local culture. 
3) Supporting facilities should be suited to the local 
environmental capacity. 

 
31. The RAP should include an entitlement matrix. 

See Table 4-2. 
 

Table 4-2 Entitlement Matrix 
Type of 
impact 

Subproject Application 
Entitled persons / 

groups 
Population Compensation policy Compensation entitlement 

Permanent 
LA 

Wushan 
County, 

Tianshui City 

3.0 mu of collective 
construction land 

Shandan Village 
collective 

None LA compensation will be paid to the AHs 
without being withheld by the collective. 
Cash compensation will be sufficient to 
maintain existing socioeconomic 
conditions. Skills training and endowment 

Providing cash compensation for the 
village groups and households 
affected by LA 
Providing diversified resettlement 
measures to ensure that the 
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Type of 
impact 

Subproject Application 
Entitled persons / 

groups 
Population Compensation policy Compensation entitlement 

insurance for LEFs will be offered. production level and living standard 
are restored stably 

Wushan 
County, 

Tianshui City 

2.6 mu of collective 
construction land, 1 
mu of collective 
cultivated land, and 
1.5 mu of collective 
wasteland 

Hedian Village 
collective 

None LA compensation will be paid to the AHs 
without being withheld by the collective. 
Cash compensation will be sufficient to 
maintain existing socioeconomic 
conditions. Skills training and endowment 
insurance for LEFs will be offered. 

Providing cash compensation for the 
village groups and households 
affected by LA 
Providing diversified resettlement 
measures to ensure that the 
production level and living standard 
are restored stably 

Qin’an County, 
Tianshui City 

43 mu of collective 
construction land 
and 19.1 mu of 
collective farmland 

Wohuang Village, 
Longcheng Town 
and Shaodian 
Village, Wuying 
Town 

34 
households 
with 168 
persons 

LA compensation will be paid to the AHs 
without being withheld by the collective. 
Cash compensation will be sufficient to 
maintain existing socioeconomic 
conditions. Skills training will be offered. 

Providing cash compensation for the 
village groups and households 
affected by LA 
Providing diversified resettlement 
measures to ensure that the 
production level and living standard 
are restored stably 

Temporary 
land 

occupation 

Qin’an County, 
Tianshui City 

11 mu of collective 
land 

Wohuang Village, 
Longcheng Town 

14 
households 
with 42 
persons 

Paying compensation to the affected 
villages, and restoring the land to the 
original condition after occupation 

Receiving compensation for lost 
young crops 

Wushan 
County, 

Tianshui City 

52.74 mu of 
collective 
construction land 

Hedian and 
Shandan Villages 

None Restoring the land to the original condition 
after occupation 

/ 

Demolition of 
residential 

houses 

Tongwei 
County, Dingxi 

City 

2,630 m2 6 households with 24 
persons.  

6 
households 
with 24 
persons 

Paying compensation to the AHs Paying compensation to proprietors 
at full replacement cost 
Granting a moving subsidy, a 
transition subsidy and a moving 
reward 

Ganzhou 
District, 

Zhangye City 

1,440 m2 6 households with 24 
persons.  

6 
households 
with 24 
persons 

Paying compensation to the AHs Paying compensation and a moving 
subsidy to proprietors 

Demolition of 
non-residenti
al properties 

Ganzhou 
District, 

Zhangye City 

370 m2 (a public 
house and 6 stores) 

10 persons 10 persons Paying compensation to the affected 
proprietors 

Fixing compensation based on local 
rates for non-residential properties 
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Type of 
impact 

Subproject Application 
Entitled persons / 

groups 
Population Compensation policy Compensation entitlement 

 
Wushan 
County, 

Tianshui City 

500 m2 (a primary 
school) 

None None Paying compensation to the affected 
proprietors 

Fixing compensation based on local 
rates for non-residential properties 

Vulnerable 
groups 

Ganzhou 
District, 

Zhangye City 

Within project area Disability, MLS One 
household 
with 4 
persons 

Their needs will be identified and 
recorded, and appropriate assistance will 
be determined. 

Eligible population will be included in 
local MLS with priority. 
They will have priority in receiving 
free employment information, skills 
training and employment services. 

Ground 
attachments 

Subproject 
areas 

/ Proprietors Proprietors Paying compensation to proprietors Paying compensation to proprietors 

Grievance 
redress 

Subproject 
areas 

Compensation 
rates, payment, 
resettlement 
measures 

APs complaining 
about resettlement 

APs 
complainin
g about 
resettleme
nt 

Appeals of the APs on LA, HD and 
resettlement are exempt from fees and 
management costs. 

/ 

 
32. The RAP should include an entitlement matrix for the APs. See Appendix 4 for a sample. 
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E Implementation Process 
 

33. The RAP should include an implementation schedule for all activities to be conducted. If 
necessary, compensation payment, other entitlement restoration measures (in cash or in kind) and 
resettlement should at least be completed one month before LA. If full compensation is not paid or 
necessary assistance measures are not available before LA, a transition subsidy should be 
provided. 

 
34. According to the implementation schedule of the Project, the resettlement schedule of the 

Project will be linked up with the construction schedule; the main part of LA, HD and 
resettlement will begin in March 2019 and end in December 2025. 

 
35. The basic principles of scheduling are as follows: 1) The LA, HD and resettlement work shall be 

completed at least one month before the commencement of construction so that the APs have 
sufficient time to prepare for production resettlement and income restoration; 2) During 
resettlement, the APs should have opportunities to participate in the Project; the range of LA 
should be published, the Resettlement Information Booklet (RIB) issued, and public 
participation should be carried out before the commencement of construction; and 3) all kinds 
of compensation should be paid directly to the affected proprietors within 3 months from the 
date of approval of the RAP; no organization or individual should use property compensation 
fees on their behalf, and such compensation should not be discounted for any reason. 

 
36. The overall resettlement schedule of the Project has been drafted according to the progress of 

preparation and implementation of LA, HD and resettlement. The times listed in the table are 
subject to adjustment with actual progress. See Table 5-2. 

 
 

Table 5-1 Resettlement Implementation Schedule 
No. Activity Time Progress 
1 RP Preparation   

1.1 Establishing resettlement offices Mar. 2018 Completed 
1.2 Appointing the RAP preparation agency Mar. 2018 Completed 
1.3 Conducting the socioeconomic survey Mar. 2018 Completed 
1.4 Preparing the RAP Apr. – Jul. 2018 Completed 
2 Information disclosure and public participation   

2.1 Consulting with agencies concerned and APs Mar. – Jul. 2018 Completed 
2.2 Disclosing the draft RAP and RIB to APs Aug. 2018 Pending 

2.3 
Disclosing the revised RAP and RIB to APs if 

necessary 
Oct. 2018 Pending 

2.4 Disclosing the RAP on the Bank’s website Nov. 2018 Pending 
3 Approving the RAP Dec. 2018 Pending 
4 Construction land   

4.1 Land pre-examination Nov. 2018 Pending 
4.2 Land approval Dec. 2018 Pending 
5 Implementation stage   

5.1 
Entering into resettlement agreements and 

paying compensation fees 
Jan. 2019 – Dec. 2020 Pending 

5.1 LA and HD Mar. 2019 – Jun. 2021 Pending 
5.2 Offering clear land Dec. 2021 Pending 
5.3 Income restoration measures Dec. 2021 – Sep. 2025 Pending 
5.4 Skills training Sep. 2019 – Sep. 2025 Pending 
6 M&E   

6.1 Baseline survey Sep. 2019 Pending 
6.2 Internal monitoring Sep. 2019 – Dec. 2025 Pending 
6.3 External M&E Sep. 2019 – Dec. 2025 Pending 
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F Financial Arrangements 
 

37. The provincial and local PMOs will bear all costs related to LA and resettlement. Any RAP 
consistent with this RPF must include estimated costs and a budget. Whether identified as APs at 
the RAP preparation stage or not, and whether sufficient funds are available or not, all those 
adversely affected by LA and HD are entitled to compensation or any other appropriate relief 
measure. For the above reason, the budget in the RAP should include contingencies, which are 
usually 10% or more of the estimated resettlement budget in order to cover contingent resettlement 
costs. 

 
38. The compensation rates specified in the RAP provide a basis for the calculation of 

compensation fees for resettlement, which should be fully paid to individuals or collectives losing 
land or other assets, and should not be deducted for any reason. The RAP should describe by what 
means compensation fees are paid by the component owners to the affected villages or villagers. A 
rationale is that the fund flow should be as direct as possible with minimum intermediate links. 
 
G Public Participation and Information Disclosure 
 

39. Public participation is whole-process, especially in the detailed measurement survey, 
resettlement measure development and resettlement implementation. 

 
40. The RAP should describe the measures taken or to be taken, and enable the APs to 

participate in the proposed project activities. Public participation should be implemented ahead of 
project design, and must run through the whole process of RAP implementation and external M&E. 

 
41. At the draft and final RAP preparation stages, the PMO should also disclose the RAP to the 

APs and the public at certain places and in certain languages. The draft RAP should be disclosed at 
least one month before Bank review, and the final RAP must be disclosed after the Bank approval. 

 
42. At the draft and final EMDP preparation stages, the PMO should also disclose the EMDP to the 

APs and the public at certain places and in certain languages. The draft EMDP should be 
disclosed at least one month before Bank review, and the final EMDP must be disclosed after 
the Bank approval. 

 
With the progress of project preparation and implementation, the local PMOs and township 

resettlement governments will conduct further public participation. See Table 7-1. 
 

Table 7-1 Public Participation Plan 
Purpose Mode Time Participants Topic Agencies 

RAP disclosure 
Village bulletin 
board, village 

meeting 

After 
Bank 

review 

All APs 

RAP disclosure 

Gansu PMO, 
Tongwei 

PMO, 
Zhangye 

PMO, 
Gnazhou 

PMO, Qin’an 
PMO 

RAP or RIB Distribution to APs 
After 
Bank 

review 
RAP or RIB 

LA announcement 
Village bulletin 
board, village 

meeting 

Feb. – 
Oct. 
2019 

Disclosure of LA 
area, compensation 

rates and 
resettlement modes, 

etc. 
Announcement of 
compensation and 

resettlement 
program for LA 

Village bulletin 
board, village 

meeting 

May 
2019 

Compensation fees 
and mode of payment 

Determination / Village meeting Sep. – Discussing the final 
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Purpose Mode Time Participants Topic Agencies 
implementation of 
income restoration 

program 

(many times) Dec. 
2019 

income restoration 
program and the 

program for use of 
compensation fees 

 
43. Gender 

 
During project implementation, and the preparation of the RAP, RPF, SA Report, IPPF or 

EMDP, social gender factors should be considered, and a certain proportion of participants should 
be women. 

 
 Each village committee should have at least one female member, and women enjoy the 

same participation right as men at village meetings and congresses; 
 Women’s opinions should be considered during public opinion surveys related to LA and 

HD; 
 Women should enjoy the same sharing and distribution rights during future LA and HD 

compensation; 
 Jobs generated at the construction and operation stages should be first made available to 

women willing to get employed, and women should also be entitled to local employment 
training and job recommendation; 

 Not less than 50% of participation in project preparation activities should be women; 
 LA compensation should be paid subject to the signature of a couple, thereby protecting 

women’s information and sharing rights; 
 At the operation stage, each project agency should have at least one female member; 
 Project information should be disclosed at times and places, and in forms suited to 

women’s needs; 
 Publicity should be conducted in ways easily accepted by women; 
 Training on micro-enterprise operation and management, and intangible culture 

inheritance should be offered to women 
 

 
H Grievance Redress Mechanism 

 
44. Since the resettlement work is conducted with the participation of APs, no substantial 

dispute will arise. However, in order to ensure that APs have a channel to file an appeal on any 
issue concerning land acquisition and resettlement, the following grievance redress mechanism has 
been established: 

 
 Stage 1: An AP may file an oral or written appeal with the employer or village/community 

committee. In case of an oral appeal, the employer or village/community committee shall keep a 
written record. Such appeal should be solved within two weeks. 

 Stage 2: If the AP is dissatisfied with the disposition of Stage 1, he/she may file an appeal 
with the owner or county / district appeal office within one month after receiving such disposition, 
which shall make a disposition within 3 weeks. 

 Stage 3: If the AP is dissatisfied with the disposition of Stage 2, he/she may file an appeal 
with the municipal appeal office within one month after receiving such disposition, which shall make 
a disposition within 4 weeks. 

 Stage 4: If the AP is still dissatisfied with the disposition of Stage 3, he/she may file a suit in 
a civil court. 
 

45. Scope and Modes of Reply 
 Scope of reply 
1) Brief description of grievance; 
2) Investigation results; 
3) Applicable state provisions, and the principles and rates specified in this RAP; 
4) Disposition and basis 
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5) The complainant has the right to file an appeal to the resettlement authority of the next 
higher level or file a suit in a civil court at the expense of the owner. 

 
 Modes of reply 
1) For any individual grievance, the reply will be delivered directly to the grievant in writing. 
2) For any common grievance, a village meeting will be held, or a notice given to the village 

committee. 
 
In whichever mode of reply, the reply materials must be sent to the grievant and submitted to 

the local PMO. 
 
 Recording and Feedback of Grievances and Appeals 
During the implementation of the RAP, the resettlement agencies should register and manage 

appeal and handling information, and submit such information to the local PMO, which will inspect 
the registration of appeal and handling information regularly. See Table 8-1. 
 

Table 8-1 Grievance Registration Form 
Accepting agency:  Time:  Location:  

Appellant Appeal Expected solution 
Proposed 
solution 

Actual handling 

 
 

Appellant (signature)   
Recorder 

(signature) 
 

Notes: 1. The recorder should record the appeal and request of the appellant factually. 2. The appeal process 
should not be interfered with or hindered whatsoever. 3. The proposed solution should be notified to the 
appellant within the specified time. 
 

 
The key points of this chapter will be disclosed to the APs before the beginning of resettlement 

implementation. 
 
 Contact Information for Grievance Redress 

The resettlement agencies will assign dedicated staff members to collect and accept 
grievances and appeals from the APs. See Table 8-2. 
 

Table 8-2 Contact Information for Grievance Redress 

 
I M&E 

 
46. The Gansu PMO will supervise and monitor RAP implementation, and results will be 

included in quarterly reports for reporting to the Bank. 
 
47. Internal monitoring and supervision: 
 Checking all baseline resettlement information, appraisal of lost assets, compensation 

Agency Name Address Tel 

Gansu PMO Liu Donghui 
No.618 Donggang West Road, Chengguan 

District, Lanzhou 
0931-8813468 

Qin’an PMO Yang Jiansuo 
Qin’an County Culture, Broadcast and 

Television Bureau 
13919673223 

Wushan PMO Lu Qiang 
Wushan County Culture, Broadcast and 

Television Bureau 
18219982200 

Tongwei PMO Chen Bo 
Junction of Guanjing Alley and Provincial 

Highway 207, Tongwei County 
18152202006 

Zhangye PMO 
Diao Yongjin 

(Cultural Heritage Protection, Inheritance and 
Development) 

13830660990 

Zhang Xingchi (Wulan Ancient Town) 18093645107 
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provisions, and the implementation of resettlement and restoration measures according to this RPF; 
 Checking if the RAP is implemented as planned; 
 Checking if funds under the RAP are disbursed timely and fully, and used in a manner 

consistent with the RAP; 
 Recording all complaints and solutions to ensure that they are handled timely. 
 
48. External monitoring: External M&E will be conducted by an independent agency appointed 

by the PMO through public bidding over all resettlement activities of the Project semiannually until 
project completion. Such independent agency may be an academic institution, NGO or consulting 
firm, but it should have qualified and experienced staff, and its TORs should be accepted by the 
Bank. 

 
49. Corresponding to internal supervision and monitoring, the external M&E agency will 

conduct a sampling survey on 5-20% of the AHs after 6 months of RAP implementation for the 
purpose of: 

 
 Evaluating if the participation and compensation procedures, and restoration measures are 

implemented, and consistent with this RPF and the RAP; 
 Evaluating if the objective of “improving or at least restoring livelihoods and standards of 

living” is realized; 
 Collecting qualitative social and economic indicators; 
 Giving suggestions on the improvement of the RAP implementation procedure to realize 

the principles and objectives of this RPF. 
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Appendix 1: Components of the Project 
 
 

Subcomponent 2.1 Investments: Regeneration of Selected Historic City Cores, Small Towns, and Villages 
Prefecture-level 

city 
county/district 

Investment in 
regeneration 

Outputs 

Tianshui: 
 
Qin’an County 

Urban regeneration 
of Wuying town of 
Dadiwan area  

- Paving of 28.65 km of road 
- Renovation and façade lifting of 32,500 m2 of old houses  
- Installation of lighting along the newly paved roads and near the renovated houses 
- Purchasing/installation of solid waste collection equipment 
- Upgrading of 14,300 m2 of landscaping 
- Installation of 7.8 km of sewers  
- Installation of wastewater treatment facilities with capacity of 255 m3/day 
- Installation of 7.8 km of stormwater drainage 
- Rehabilitation of 2.40 km of Yanjiagou River  

Tianshui:  
 
Qin’an County 

Urban regeneration 
of Longcheng 
historic town of 
Dadiwan area 

- Restoration of 36,000 m2 of old houses  
- Restoration of 2,600 m2 of traditional courtyards 
- Upgrading of 10,600 m2 of public space 
- Upgrading of 700 m2 of landscaping 
- Rehabilitation of 21 km of roads and installation of lighting on the street, as well as sewers and 

drainage under the roads 
- Installation of two small-scale packaging plants 
- Purchasing/installation of solid waste collection equipment 

Tianshui:  
 
Qin’an County 

Urban regeneration 
of Shangguan Ming- 
and Qing-Dynasty 
historic street of 
Dadiwan area 

- Renovation and façade lifting of 3,500 m2 of old houses 
- Installation of stormwater drainage for the street  
- Installation of power supply cable  
- Installation of heating pipelines  
- Construction of two public toilets 

Tianshui:  
 
Wushan County 

Urban regeneration 
of Shandan town of 
Wushan jade 
industry  

- Rehabilitation of 8.8 km of roads  
- Rehabilitation of one bridge  
- Renovation of 23,000 m2 of old houses  
- Installation of 25 km of stormwater drainage  
- Installation of 17.5 km of sewers 
- Installation of 9 km of power supply cable  
- Installation of five mobile public toilets  
- Purchasing/installation of solid waste collection equipment 
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Dingxi:  
 
Lintao County 

Rural regeneration 
of eight villages of 
Majiayao area 

- Rehabilitation of 25.4 km of roads  
- Renovation and façade lifting of 40,000 m2 of old houses  
- Installation of 25 km of sewers  
- Installation of eight mobile public toilets  
- Purchasing/installation of solid waste collection equipment 

Zhangye:  
 
Ganzhou District  

Rural regeneration 
of folk village in 
Wulan ancient town 
of Zhangye 

- Renovation of 103,692 m2 of old houses  
- Upgrading of 13,523 m2 of landscaping 
- Rehabilitation of 7.36 km of village roads 
- Installation of street lighting along the rehabilitated road 
- Installation of 23 fire hydrants and 408 fire extinguishers 
- Installation of 1.55 km of sewers 
- Purchasing of solid waste collection equipment 

 
 

Subcomponent 2.2 Investments: Development of Cultural, Tourism, and Creative Industries 
Prefecture-level 

city 
county/district 

Cultural, tourism, 
and creative 
industries 

Outputs Activities/products of creative industry supported 
by investment 

Tianshui: 
 
Qin’an County 

Dadiwan Cultural 
Experience Zone, 
Incubator Space, 
and Tourist Service 
Center 

Construction of:  
- Digital exhibition hall 
- Research and training center 
- Interactive experience hall 
- Folk cultural exhibition hall 
- Tourist service center 
- Nu Wa Cultural Exhibition Hall 
- Qin’an Cultural Center 
Total area: 7,500 m2 

 
Installation of matching infrastructure of water 
supply, sewage, drainage, power supply 
 
Purchasing/installation of equipment and 
supplies for the centers and halls 

- Research and exhibition of the history of pottery 
making 
- Training and incubation of painted pottery production 
 
- Research and exhibition of legends and history of Nu 
Wa  
 
- Creation, preparation, and performance of musicals 
and dances with the theme of Nu Wa stories 

 
 

Tianshui: 
 
Maiji District 

Yellow River 
Lacquerware 
Creative Industry 
and Incubator 

- Construction of Carved Wooden 
Lacquerware Center, 7,355 m2  
 
-  Purchasing/installation of equipment and 

- Research and development of   lacquerware beds, 
loungers, screens, coffee tables, dining tables, 
bookshelves, tea sets, and smoking sets, as well as 
more than 200 kinds of small craft souvenirs 
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Center  supplies for the center - Exhibition and sales of lacquerware products 
- Training and incubation of small businesses that will 
produce lacquerware 

Tianshui: 
 
Wushan County 

Wushan Jade Art 
Creative Industry 
Exhibition and 
Incubator Center 

- Construction of Yuanyang Jade Exhibition 
and Incubator Center, 3,822 m2 

- Research and development of three styles of 
Yuanyang jade carving 
- Exhibition and sales of carved jade products 
- Training and incubation of small businesses that will 
produce carved jade. 
- Display and exhibition in the same space of Wushan 
District’s intangible cultural heritage, such as folk 
culture and art, the martial arts, and rotary drum dance 

Dingxi:  
 
Lintao County 

Majiayao Cultural 
Exhibition, 
Research, and 
Incubator Center  

Construction of  
- Exhibition hall 
- Archaeological experience hall 
- Research center 
- Incubator space  
Total area: 8,000 m2 

 
Matching infrastructure, including installation 
of 800 solar lights, purchasing of electric cars, 
and construction of a parking lot, 1,200 m2    

- Research and exhibition of Majiayao culture and 
history 
- Experience of archaeological restoration for visitors 
(including field archaeological restoration, cultural relic 
restoration experience, archaeological lessons, colored 
pottery making)  
- Housing of research center in Majiayao digital cultural 
library 
 - Training and incubation of small businesses that 
produce traditional handicraft workshops 
- Training and incubation of small businesses that 
produce traditional fragrances   
 

Dingxi:  
 
Tongwei County 

Tongwei Calligraphy 
and Ink Painting 
Creative Industry 
Exhibition and 
Incubator Center   

Construction of  
- Hanmo Cultural and Art Exhibition Center 
- Incubator and workshop space of 
calligraphy and painting producers 
Total area: 9,200 m2  
 
Matching infrastructure, including construction 
of 2.5 km of pedestrian street and 30,948 m2 
of public space. 

- Display and interactive experiences for visitors in 
calligraphy, painting, paper cutting, embroidery, 
shadow puppets, and straw painting 
- Training and incubation of small businesses that 
produce the “scholar's four jewels” (writing brush, ink 
stick, ink slab, and paper) and related products 
- Production and sales of calligraphy and 
painting-related products 
- Exhibition space also to be used for performances of 
Tongwei Opera and Shadow Puppet Show 

Zhangye: 
 
Zhangye City 

Zhangye Discovery 
and Tourist Service 
Center 

- Restoration of 7,390 m2 of old buildings into 
(a) Zhangye Cultural Research Center, 450 
m2, (b) Folk Culture Hall, 1,982 m2, (c) Time 

- Research, development, production, and exhibition of 
traditional handicrafts (folk embroidery, straw painting, 
chrome painting, dough molding, etc.) 
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Proper Tunnel to view Zhangye’s history virtually, 
800 m2, (d) Xiaonan Rock Paintings Hall, 450 
m2, (e) digital display experience area, 450 
m2, (f) intangible cultural heritage products 
market area, 800 m2, and (g) performance 
area, 2308 m2. 
-  Conversion of 3,440 m2 of old buildings 
into (a) Zhangye Frontier Fortress Culture 
Center, 1,439 m2, (b) Weapons Show and 
Interactive Experience Hall, 800 m2, (c) Folk 
Sports Experience Hall, 206 m2, (d) 3D 
Experience Room, 277 m2, and (e) Zhangye 
Frontier Fortress Culture Research Center    

-  Research and exhibition of ancient cold weapons 
and provision of interactive experience for visitors with 
the ancient military sports activities 
 

Jiuquan: 
 
Suzhou District 

Jiuquan Silk Road 
Culture Research 
Center and Library  

- Construction of 12,000 m2 Silk Road Culture 
Research Center and Library, which includes 
(a) Reception & Tourist Service Center, (b) 
Cultural Exhibition Center, (c) Ancient Books 
& Historical Documents Research & 
Exhibition Center, (d) Dunhuang Overseas 
Culture Heritage Digital Exhibition Center, 
and (e) library and reading area  
- Purchasing/installation of exhibition 
equipment and supplies 

- Research, development, exhibition, and production of 
Dunhuang painted sculpture, luminous cup sculpture, 
traditional Mongolian clothing production 
 
- Research, development, exhibition, and production of 
Dunhuang scrolls, bamboo slips of Han Dynasty, etc. 
 
- Construing of virtual display artifacts and content 
through modern technology such as virtual reality and 
augmented reality 

Jiuquan: 
 
Dunhuang 
County-Level 
City 

Dunhuang 
Posthouse World 
Heritage Site 
Discovery and 
Tourist Service 
Center (adding this 
remote site to 
Gansu’s tourism 
circuit will benefit 
local communities 
and reduce pressure 
on the very famous 
Mogao Grottoes 
World Heritage Site)  

- Construction of Posthouse Exhibition & 
Tourist Service Center 
- Construction of matching infrastructure, 
including (a) 2.7 km of roads for electric car 
and horse carriage, (b) 1.5 km of tourist 
wooden walkway, (c) 3 km of mountain 
pathway, (d) four outdoor exhibition zones of 
123,500 m2, (e) viewing platform of 160 m2, (f) 
campground of 10,000 m2 

- Information center, exhibitions, and spectacular show: 
use of modern scientific and technological means, such 
as virtual and augmented reality (VR/AR), to construct 
virtual display artifacts and content for visitors to 
experience the ancient post station and observe the 
cultural relics of the Han Dynasty 
- Display and sales of the cultural and creative products 
related to the ancient post station  
- Research, display, and sales of bamboo slips (ancient 
letters) and interactive experiences for visitors to 
appreciate the use of letters and post stations 
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Appendix 2: Location Map of Project Counties (Cities / Districts) 
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Appendix 3: Legal Framework for RAP Implementation 
 

Table 1 Laws and Policies on LA 
Level No. Location Document Effective date 

State 1 / 

Land Administration Law of the PRC 2004-8-28 
Regulations on the Implementation of the Land Administration Law of the PRC (2014 Amendment) 2014-7-29 
Measures on Public Announcement of Land Acquisition (Decree No.10 of the Ministry of Land and Resources) 2002-1-1 
Decision of the State Council on Deepening the Reform and Rigidly Enforcing Land Administration (SC [2004] 
No.28) 

2004-10-21 

Guidelines on Improving Compensation and Resettlement Systems for Land Acquisition (MLR [2004] No.238) 2004-11-3 
Notice of the Ministry of Land and Resources on Formulating Uniform Annual Output Value Rates and 
Location-based Integrated Land Prices (MLR [2005] No.114) 

2005-7-23 

Notice of the State Council on Intensifying Land Control (SC [2006] No.31) 2006-8-31 
Real Right Law of the PRC 2007-10-1 
Interim Regulations on Farmland Occupation Tax of the PRC 2008-1-1 

Province, 
city 

2 
Gansu 

Province 

Notice of the Gansu Provincial Government on Issuing Location-based Land Compensation Rates and Uniform 
AAOV Rates of Gansu Province (GPGO [2017] No.17) 

2017-2-19 

Some Provisions of Gansu Province on the Implementation of the Regulations on the Expropriation of Houses on 
State-owned Land and Compensation Therefor (Decree No.86 of the Gansu Provincial Government) 

2011-11-13 

Measures of Gansu Province for the Implementation of Farmland Occupation Tax (Decree No.51 of the Gansu 
Provincial Government) 

2008-12-3 

Implementation Plan for the Wetland Conservation and Rehabilitation System of Gansu Province (GPGO [2017] 
No.202) 

2017-12-27 

 
Table 2 Laws and Policies on HD 

Level No. Location Document Effective date 

State 
1 / 

Regulations on House Acquisition on State-owned Land and Compensation (Decree No.590 of the State 
Council) 

2011-1-21 

2 / Measures for the Acquisition and Appraisal of Houses on State-owned Land (JF [2011] No.77) 2011-6-3 

Province 3 
Gansu 

Province 
Some Provisions of Gansu Province on the Implementation of the Regulations on the Expropriation of Houses 
on State-owned Land and Compensation Therefor (Decree No.86 of the Gansu Provincial Government) 

2011-11-13 

City 
4 Dingxi Guidelines of Dingxi City on Cash Compensation for Shanty Area Reconstruction (GJB [2015] No.279) 2015-8-4 

5 Zhangye 
Interim Measures of Zhangye City for House Acquisition on State-owned Land and Compensation (Decree 
No.11 of the Zhangye Municipal Government) 

2013-1-4 
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Appendix 4: Sample Entitlement Matrix 
Type APs Measure Entitlement 

LA 

Village 
collectives 

1) Collective land Compensation will be fully paid to the village collective and used through discussion at a village 
meeting. 2) Attachments 

Rural residents 

1) Land compensation and 
resettlement subsidy 

Households not subject to land reallocation will receive 80% of land compensation. 
For households subject to land reallocation, land compensation and resettlement subsidy will 
be disbursed to each affected group for even distribution. 

2) Temporary land use Full compensation for temporary land use will be paid based on the period of use, and the used 
land will be fully restored after use. 

3) Young crops The direct APs will receive full young crop compensation. 
4) Social insurance Eligible farmers may cover social insurance. 
5) Production and livelihood 
measures 

Free training and job referral will be offered to LEFs. 

HD Rural residents 

Compensation and resettlement 1) The AHs may choose cash compensation or property swap; 
2) In case of property swap, the displacer will offer resettlement housing and supporting 
facilities; 
3) In case of cash compensation, compensation will be paid at replacement cost, and free 
housing land will be provided by the local government for house reconstruction. 

Moving and transition subsidies, 
and reward 

The AHs are entitled to moving and transition subsidies, reward, and smooth transition. 

Trees and attachments Affected trees and attachments will be compensated for at the specified rates. 

Entities Proprietors 

Compensation and resettlement 1) The affected entities may choose cash compensation or relocation; 2) In case of relocation, 
the displacer will assist in finding land and grant compensation at replacement cost; 3) In case 
of cash compensation, the affected entities will receive compensation at replacement cost; 4) 
The affected entities will receive compensation for production suspension or losses. 

Workers The affected workers will receive compensation for lost income; the workers of any entity not to 
be relocated will receive training and job referral. 

Vulnerable 
groups 

All affected 
vulnerable 

groups 

1) They will receive compensation for LA and HD equally; 
2) During detailed planning, they will be further identified, and those losing contracted land will be entitled to the reallocation of 
resources equally; 
3) They will receive assistance in production and livelihood development; 
4) Poor households affected by HD will receive support from local governments during house reconstruction; 
5) Local civil affairs bureaus have included five-guarantee households, the disabled, the poor and women-headed households in the 
local MLS system; 
6) They will enjoy priority in local characteristic industry development and cooperative operation; 
7) Vulnerable households short of labor will have priority in land reallocation to ensure income. 
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Type APs Measure Entitlement 

Women 
All affected 

women 

1) All village committees should have female members, and women will enjoy the same rights as men at village meetings and 
congresses; 
2) Women’s opinions are learned and considered in public opinion surveys; 
3) Women enjoy equal rights in future compensation for LA and HD; 
4) Jobs generated by the Project will be first made available to women, and women will also receive training and job referral. 

Ethnic 
minorities 

All minority APs 

1) They will have priority in employment and skills training; 2) They will have priority in receiving employment information; 3) They can 
express their opinions and needs at consultation meetings; 
4) Relevant policies should be translated into minority languages for easier acceptance and understanding and explained in detail; 5) 
Special attention will be paid to vulnerable groups in minority areas during resettlement. 

Infra- 
structure 

Proprietors 

Restored by the owner or 
compensated for at 
replacement cost 

1) Some affected infrastructure will be demolished and restored by the construction agency, such as 
rural roads and agricultural canals. 
2) Proprietors of some infrastructure may reconstruct infrastructure using compensation, such as 
communication and power facilities. 
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Appendix 5: Brief Description of Applicable Resettlement and Compensation Policies 
 

1. Resettlement and compensation policies for permanently acquired collective land 
 The resettlement principles, compensation rates, procedure and supervision mechanism 

for LA are based mainly on the Land Administration Law of the PRC, Regulations on the 
Implementation of the Land Administration Law of the PRC, Guidelines on Improving Compensation 
and Resettlement Systems for Land Acquisition (MLR [2004] No.238), Notice of the Gansu 
Provincial Government on Issuing Location-based Land Compensation Rates and Uniform AAOV 
Rates of Gansu Province (GPGO [2017] No.17), and Notice on Further Strengthening Land 
Acquisition Management, and Protecting Lawful Rights and Interests of the Public Practically 
(GPGO [2010] No.115). 

 
1) LA compensation 
LA compensation includes land compensation, resettlement subsidy, and compensation for 

ground attachments and young crops: 1) Land compensation will be used by the rural collective 
economic organization for land reallocation, production improvement, resettlement, etc.; 2) 
Compensation for ground attachments and young crops will be paid to proprietors through 
registration, confirmation and disclosure; 3) Resettlement subsidy will be paid to the rural collective 
economic organization if the AP is resettled by such organization, or to any other resettle, or to the 
AP through application in case of self-resettlement or social security. 

 
2) Resettlement policies and measures 
Resettlement policies and measures will be based on local natural resources, socioeconomic 

profile, geographic location, etc. 
 
The resettlement measures available mainly include: a) land reallocation; b) cash 

compensation; c) endowment insurance for land-expropriated farmers; and d) employment training 
and other restoration measures. 

 
2. Compensation rates for acquired rural collective land 
 
According to the Land Administration Law of the PRC, Guidelines on Improving Compensation 

and Resettlement Systems for Land Acquisition, Some Provisions of Gansu Province on the 
Implementation of the Regulations on the Expropriation of Houses on State-owned Land and 
Compensation Therefor (Decree No.86 of the Gansu Provincial Government), Notice of the Gansu 
Provincial Government on Issuing Location-based Land Compensation Rates and Uniform AAOV 
Rates of Gansu Province (GPGO [2017] No.17), and other applicable policies and regulations, 
based on the practical situation of the project area, and in consultation with the APs, the 
compensation rates for LA fixed for the Project are based on location-based composite land prices. 
See Table 1. 
 

Table 1 LA Compensation Rates of Project Counties 

County / district 
LA compensation 

rate (RMB/mu) 
Remarks 

Qin’an County, Tianshui City 37439 Including corresponding 
AAOV, land compensation 
and resettlement subsidy 

Wushan County, Tianshui City 53340 
Tongwei County, Dingxi City 41840.3 

Ganzhou District, Zhangye City 40331.3 
 

Compared to the Notice of the Gansu Provincial Government on Issuing Location-based Land 
Compensation Rates and Uniform AAOV Rates of Gansu Province (GPG [2017] No.17), the LA 
compensation rates of the Project are consistent with uniform AAOV rates of Gansu Province, with 
no difference. See Table 2. 
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Table 2 Comparison between LA Compensation Rates of the Project and Uniform AAOV Rates of Gansu 
Province 

No. County / district 
Uniform AAOV 
(RMB/mu) (A) 

Uniform AAOV 
rate (RMB/mu) (B) 

Compensation 
rate of the Project 

(RMB/mu) (C) 

Difference 
(RMB/mu) 

(C-B) 
1 Qin’an County, Tianshui City 1291 37439 37439 0 

2 
Wushan County, Tianshui 

City 
2667 53340 53340 0 

3 Tongwei County, Dingxi City 1605 41730 41840.3 110.3 

4 
Ganzhou District, Zhangye 

City 
2520.7 40331.3 40331.3 0 

 
3. Compensation rates for permanently occupied state-owned land 
The state-owned land occupied for the Project is allocated without compensation. 
4. Compensation rates for temporary land occupation 
The temporarily occupied land is mostly caused by temporary excavation and piling in access 

road construction. 
 
The compensation rate for temporary land occupation is based on the Notice of the Qin’an 

County Land and Resources Bureau on Compensation Rates for Temporary Land Use for the 
Baolan Passenger Railway (QGTZF [2013] No.10). The temporarily occupied land will be restored 
to the original condition by the contractor, and young crop compensation fees paid at 65% of the 
uniform AAOV. See Table 3. 
 

Table 3 Comparison between LA Compensation Rates of the Project and Uniform AAOV Rates of Gansu 
Province 

Subproject Compensation rate (RMB/mu) Remarks 
Qin’an County, Tianshui City 839 2 years 

Wushan County, Tianshui City 1733 2 years 
Tongwei County, Dingxi City 1043 2 years 

Ganzhou District, Zhangye City 1638 2 years 
 

5. Compensation rates for demolished residential houses 
Rural residential houses of 4,070 m2 on collective land in Tongwei County, Dingxi City and 

Ganzhou District, Zhangye City will be demolished, affecting 12 households with 48 persons. 
According to the above regulations and policies, and based on the practical situation of the 

project area, the compensation rates for demolished rural residential houses are based on full 
replacement cost. See Table 4. 
 

Table 4 Compensation Rates for Demolished Rural Residential Houses (RMB/unit) 
County / 
district 

Masonry 
concrete 

Masonry 
timber 

Earth 
timber 

Simple 
Moving 
subsidy 

Transition 
subsidy 

Moving reward 

Tongwei 
County 

2800/m2 2680/m2 1500/m2 500/m2 3000 per HH 20000 per HH 30000 per HH 

Ganzhou 
District 

1400/m2 1300/m2 1000/m2 300/m2 3000 per HH / / 

 
6. Compensation rates for demolished non-residential properties 
The compensation rates for demolished non-residential properties will be 130% of those for 

residential houses. See Table 5. 
 

Table 5 Compensation Rates for Demolished Non-residential Properties on State-owned Land (RMB/m2) 
Masonry 
concrete 

Masonry 
timber 

Simple Remarks 

12000 10000 8000 
The compensation rates include compensation for 
losses from production or business suspension. 

 
7. Compensation rates for attachments 
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The affected ground attachments will be compensated for at replacement cost. See Table 6. 
 

Table 6 Compensation Rates for Ground Attachments 
Item Unit Rate (RMB) 

Telegraph poles / 80 
Wells / 3000 

Peach trees / 850 
Apple trees / 570 
Other trees / 210 

 


